GRAND   TOURS
British aims. In simpler terms it was as Reed puts it, * Russia
does not want anything England has, Germany does *. The
butter-pats represented the view towards which England was
leaning and of which Eden was increasingly the spokesman,
the view that peace is indivisible.
Reed's last impression of the visit is Moscow station,
' where the drab and silent crowds had gathered again. The
Union Jacks and Soviet banners remained affectionately
linked. We all shook hands and boarded the train. Litvinov
took leave of Eden with the words, * I wish you all success, for
your success will be our success now! '
The Grand Tour continued. On the evening of April ist
Eden was in Warsaw—not only the geographical but also
the political Clapham Junction of Europe—and he stayed
there until the evening of the 3rd. He met the aged and
dying Pilsudski who had hacked the new Poland into shape
out of the chaotic ruin of the war, and he met Beck. Colonel
Beck has attracted to himself a sinister reputation in the
chancellories of Europe as a man of dark suspicions and
deep designs. While in Paris as a Polish military attache he
became so unpopular that the French took the drastic step of
demanding his recall. Much subsequent European history
may have turned upon this personal insult. For Polish policy
linked by formal treaty both to France and Germany has in
the critical years of German revival looked for salvation
more in Berlin than Paris. When Eden got to Warsaw he
found the diplomatic atmosphere chilly. Splendid receptions,
photographs of our handsome minister with the glamorous
Madame Beck, did not make up for a noticeable absence of
positive political results.
Pilsudski was tired; the proposed Eastern pact did nothing
to revive his departing spirits, and as Sir John Simon put it,
' M. Beck explained that Poland had by her existing agree-
ment with the Soviet Union on the one hand and with Ger-
many on the other established tranquil conditions upon her
two frontiers, and the question Poland was bound to ask
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